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The atomistic processes that form the basis of thin film growth often involve complex multi-atom
movements of atoms or groups of atoms on or close to the surface of a substrate. These transitions
and their pathways are often difficult to predict in advance. By using an adaptive kinetic Monte
Carlo (AKMC) approach, many complex mechanisms can be identified so that the growth processes
can be understood and ultimately controlled. Here the AKMC technique is briefly described along
with some special adaptions that can speed up the simulations when, for example, the transition
barriers are small. Examples are given of such complex processes that occur in different material
systems especially for the growth of metals and metallic oxides. © 2017 Author(s). All article content,
except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4986402]

I. INTRODUCTION

Thin solid films can be grown in many different ways
but in all cases incident particles move towards a substrate
and can either stick to the surface, reflect from it, or implant
below the surface. Often the substrate is heated to obtain the
best quality films but even without such heating, the surface
morphology is not only determined by the local geometry
of where an incident particles land but also by the diffusive processes that can occur between successive particle
impacts. This implies that there is a kinetic effect as the incoming particles arrive, whereby atomic collisions cause atoms
to be displaced until the incoming energy is dissipated and
the system settles down into a local potential energy minimum. After this occurs, the systems can evolve by diffusive processes. It is these diffusive processes that in many
cases are ultimately responsible for the final surface topography so the pathways by which atoms or groups of atoms
move, i.e., the “reaction” pathways of the system, need to be
determined.
To put this into context, a typical time scale for growth
might be of the order of a few monolayers per second and
such time scales are inaccessible by using molecular dynamics
(MD) to model the growth since a typical time step in MD for
integrating numerically the equations of motion is ≈10−15 s.
Another way of looking at the same problem is to consider
the transition rate τ for a diffusion event which is given by the
Arrhenius equation
τ = τ0 exp(−∆E/kb T ),
a)
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where τ0 is the prefactor, ∆E is the energy barrier, T is the
temperature, and k b is Boltzmann’s constant. Typically τ0
≈ 1013 s 1 and can be calculated using transition state theory in the harmonic approximation if a more precise value is
required.1,2 If we consider a surface area containing around
200 atoms, then at 300 K and 10 monolayers per second deposition, a deposition event is likely to occur with the same probability as a diffusion event with a barrier of ≈0.6 eV. Thus in
order to investigate growth on this area of surface, all reaction
pathways with barriers at least as big as 0.6 eV should ideally
be investigated. Some of these reaction pathways are nonintuitive, an early example being the diffusion of a single Al
adatom on an Al(100) surface which occurs via a replacement
mechanism.3
To access experimental time scales, many different
approaches to the atomistic modelling thin film growth have
been considered, including the methods developed at Los
Alamos such as temperature accelerated dynamics (TAD),3,4
hyperdynamics,5–7 and more recently parallel replica or parallel splice.8 In these approaches, Newton’s equations of motion
are still integrated but the time at which the system evolves is
advanced.
An alternative approach pioneered by Mousseau and
Henkelman and Jónsson10–12 is to use adaptive kinetic Monte
Carlo (AKMC) by determining the barriers and rates Ri , i
= 1, 2 . . . for the many different reaction pathways from a local
minimum energy state of the system to the neighbouring states
and using a probabilistic approach to determine whether one
of the potential transition events or a deposition event occurs.
The time step ∆t in AKMC is then given by
X
∆t = − ln u/
Ri ,
(2)
i

where u is a random number between 0 and 1 and the sum
is over all potential transitions. The approach that is the
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basis of the main results described here uses MD to simulate the particle impacts onto the surface and AKMC to
model the transitions that occur between successive particle
impacts.13
In the AKMC approach, the transition pathways are determined directly by numerical algorithms that perform open
ended searches for the saddle points around a local minimum
directly9,11 rather than waiting for the system dynamics to find
them. At first sight, therefore, it might appear that such methods should be more efficient but the AKMC method itself can
also be limited by, for example, low transition energy barriers and large search volumes. Despite the direct approach to
finding the transition pathways and the ease of parallelisation
of the pathway searching process, the method is still computationally intensive, some simulations which reach experimental
time scales taking several weeks to perform on multiprocessor
machines. Nevertheless our experience in using this technique
over a number of years has shown us that real insight can
be obtained into the mechanisms for thin film growth which
can in turn help experimentalists to decide on the optimum
parameters for thin film growth.
The method works especially well in the early stages of
film growth since the regions where transitions are likely to
occur are generally localised around the deposited particles.
Such areas can be termed “defect volumes.” These can be
defined by considering the coordination number of atoms in a
system. If an atom has a coordination number below a given
minimum value, then it is treated as a defect. The minimum
coordination number used for growth on crystal surfaces is that
of a surface atom in a perfect crystalline structure. To compute the coordination number of each atom, a radius (between
1NN and 2NN distance) around the atom is created. All atoms
within this radius are then counted to produce the assigned
coordination number. Once a “defect” is found, a defect volume of surrounding atoms is then created to conduct transition
searches. This means that the search region for the transitions
can also be targeted to these areas. As the film grows, the search
regions can become more complex and the time required to
calculate a representative set of transitions increases. This ultimately places a time limitation on the method as the saddle
point searches in high dimensional systems are costly to compute and low energy pathways are more difficult to find. As
the film grows, the increased search time required for complex defect volumes is offset somewhat by the capability to
re-use rather than recalculate already determined transitions
from similar atomic configurations.
Figure 1 illustrates the defect volume principle for the case
of Ag growth on Ag(111). Here the 25 blue spheres represent
under-coordinated Ag atoms in an island on the (111) surface.
200 searches are carried out on (low dimensional) defect volumes surrounding each one of these. Thus 25 defect volumes
were considered. Of these 25, 12 were able to reuse previously found transition searches, thus making the process more
efficient. From this, 93 separate transitions were found with
energies <2 eV. However if the entire island is regarded as a
defect volume, transitions are much more difficult to find, and
of 5000 open-ended saddle point searches conducted, treating
the entire island and its surroundings as a defect volume, only
1 low barrier transition was found.
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FIG. 1. Key: The blue and red spheres represent an island on the Ag(111)
surface. The blue spheres are the under-coordinated atoms around which the
transition searches are conducted. The red spheres represent atoms which have
the same co-ordination as in a perfectly grown layer. Transition searches are
not conducted centred on these atoms.

The size of the search volume surrounding a defect used
for conducting transition searches is a key parameter that must
be considered for each system. There is an optimum size for
each system in which the search time is minimised whilst
maintaining a large number of unique transitions. The number of dimensions that the transition search algorithm uses to
find saddles is proportional to the number of atoms within
the defect volume. Thus the number of free atoms included
in transition searches can have a large effect on the computational time to complete searches. An example is shown in
Fig. 2. The ad-atoms are initially arranged in 2 separate clusters on the Ag(111) surface. Using the dimer method,11 2000
searches are conducted on volumes surrounding the 5 Ag adatoms. Transitions barriers greater than 2 eV are not included
as these have a negligible effect on overall KMC rates and are
unlikely to occur. Figure 2 shows that once the active region
has reached a critical size, the number of unique transitions
found does not change and so the radius of the active region
for conducting transitions searches can be set as 6.4 Å. For
Ag thin film growth on ZnO (discussed in Sec. III), the optimum search volume size was found to be a radius surrounding
each “defect” (adatom cluster) of 6 Å. In both cases, the region
extends to slightly larger than the 4NN distance in the associated perfect lattice and this is a rough rule of thumb for the
size of the search region for the growth of crystals. However
unpublished work by the authors concerning radiation damage
recovery in glasses shows that this region can be much larger
for amorphous systems.
The paper will discuss the importance of the diffusion
pathways for determining the structures of growing thin films.
It will be limited to atomistic systems described by interatomic potential functions rather than ab initio models since
the energy landscape of these systems is still too time consuming to investigate. This is becoming less of a problem
as an increasing number of modern potentials are based on
ab initio data, and in many cases, their reaction pathways lie
close to the ab initio models14 or are even fitted to them.17
There will be some discussion of the methodology that is used
to identify the areas where the reaction pathways are most
likely to occur and how to deal with systems where low energy
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FIG. 2. Key: Small silver cluster transitions on the
Ag(111) substrate. Blue spheres represent the Ag(111)
substrate and orange spheres represent Ag ad-atoms. The
plot shows the relationship between the number of unique
transitions found and the time it takes to complete 2000
searches using the dimer method. The dotted line is a
guide to the eye.

barriers dominate. Besides a brief discussion of a few technical
points, examples will be given where concerted and sometimes unexpected transitions play a major role in determining
the structure of the growing layers and how relative transition
barrier heights can affect the film structure even when there
are few unexpected concerted motions.
All simulations are carried out using an AKMC code or
a lattice based model developed by the authors. In AKMC,
besides the way local searches are conducted, the method
includes a transition re-use mechanism [similar to that used
in the kinetic activation-relaxation technique (KART)10 ] and
implements a mean rate method15 for dealing with the low barrier problem (discussed in Sec. IV) and an external driver that
allows for the inclusion of additional events in the rate tables—
such as surface deposition34 modeled using MD. The code is
written in Python and C and integrates with both LAMMPS16
and our own MD code LBOMD. The saddle point searches
can be conducted by a variety of different methods as it was
found that the efficiency of these methods was dependent on
the system under investigation.
II. THE NEED FOR PATHWAY DETERMINATION
IN THIN FILM GROWTH

Before the development of the accelerated dynamics and
AKMC techniques, there have been many studies of thin film
growth that used either a non-adaptive KMC technique18 or
deposition modeled by MD run at unrealistically fast deposition rates.19,20 In the former case, the reaction pathways and
transition rates are usually prescribed in advance so many
important mechanisms can be missed and in the latter case,
transitions with energy barriers greater than a few tenths of an
eV are ignored. Sometimes the simulations were run at higher
temperatures but without the corrections implicit in TAD.
These approximations are not always invalid if the models capture the most important processes, but this cannot usually be
guaranteed in advance. For example, Brenner and Garrison21
showed by using high temperature MD at enhanced deposition rates how the early stages of Si crystal growth occur on
the dimer reconstructed (100) surface which is in agreement
with the experiment. Normally when carrying out high temperature deposition simulations, it is necessary to allow for the
fact that transition events can occur in a different order at low
compared to the higher temperature. This is one of the main

principles in TAD, but in the Si growth case, a reordering of
events was not necessary. Another example is the densification that occurs when low energy carbon atoms are deposited
onto a carbon substrate.19,20 This can be predicted using MD
alone at unrealistically high deposition rates. On the other
hand, Sprague22 showed how the growth patterns could differ when comparing TAD simulations with MD at enhanced
rates.
One of the important applications of the technique arises
from the production of thin film coatings on window glass.23
Such coatings are often deposited commercially by magnetron
sputtering. Important interfaces for low-E coatings involve Ag
on ZnO, where Ag acts as an infra red blocker. Other interfaces
involve Ag on Ti and Ti on Ag. In the case of Ag on ZnO, some
experimental data exist 24 but as far as we are aware, none exist
for the other interfaces. In these systems, the growth mechanisms are unknown, so a methodology that can explain the
growth processes can help determine the deposition conditions
that produce the best quality films.
Figure 3 illustrates an intermediate situation when growing Ag on oxygen terminated ZnO(0001̄) using a reactive force
field potential.26 Ag growth on ZnO surfaces has been the
subject of several investigations that indicate that Ag grows
in islands rather than smooth layers.24,25 In our simulations,
atoms are deposited with an energy of 3 eV normal to the
surface at 300 K and AKMC is compared with MD. In this
case, there are very few concerted motions during growth.26,27
The most stable site is above a vacant site in the Zn layer
but a metastable site is also over the Zn atom. Between
impacts, diffusion occurs by a single atom translation mechanism with barriers of 0.52 eV from a stable to metastable
site and 0.16 eV from a metastable to stable site. No climbing up to the second layer was observed, but in the AKMC
model, some second layer atoms dropped down to the first
layer.
In the MD only simulations, the system is relaxed after
20 ps, reheated to 300 K and then the next deposition event
takes place. Although the 0.16 eV barrier means that a transition to the more stable site would occur over a time scale
of a few tens of picoseconds, Fig. 3 shows that some Ag
atoms are trapped above the Zn atom in the early stages of
growth using MD alone. However as the first layer becomes
filled, the Zn atom at the metastable sites disappears and the
two models give very similar topographies. There are slightly
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FIG. 3. Key: O atoms are coloured red, Zn atoms are blue, and Ag atoms
are silver. (a) The early stages of growth of Ag on ZnO using the AKMC
algorithm. There are many single adatom moves between impacts with the
AKMC model. Concerted motions are rare. Ag is always sited above the vacant
site in the 3rd layer. (b) The same simulation as in (a) carried out by MD at
enhanced deposition rates. In this case, diffusion between impacts is rare and
some Ag atoms remain in the metastable position above the Zn atoms. (c) The
AKMC results when more atoms have been deposited and (d) the MD only
results after the deposition of more atoms. By this stage in the simulation,
no Ag atoms occupy the metastable sites above the Zn atoms in the first
layer.

more second layer atoms in the MD case since the EhrlichSchwöbel (ES) barriers are calculated to be 0.35 and 0.72 eV
and such “drop-down” transitions do not occur over MD time
scales. As growth proceeds, we would therefore expect to
see a rougher surface topography generated by the MD only
results.
The result above is an intermediate situation where MD
alone can give some hints of the growth behaviour, but
even in this case, reaction pathways really need to be taken
into account for a full understanding. More recently, hybrid
approaches using a lattice-based KMC model have used a semi
adaptive method28,29 without the need for open-ended saddle
point searches [on a lattice, the nudged elastic band (NEB)30,31
or string method32 can be used to determine the transitions] and
these can be useful when systems larger than those currently
accessible by AKMC are studied.
III. FILM GROWTH DEPENDENT ON COMPLEX
REACTION PATHWAYS

In this section, we give three examples of where complex
reaction pathways define mechanisms that are crucial in the
understanding of thin film growth. The first example considers the case of Ag grown on Ag. If normal incidence MD,
without AKMC, is performed at an energy of 1 eV and a temperature of 350 K, an incoming Ag atom will find a lattice site
close to its impact point and stay there. The same result could
be achieved by a simple lattice based Monte Carlo simulation
without including transitions. AKMC on the other hand identifies important mechanisms that are responsible for the growth
process.

J. Chem. Phys. 147, 152719 (2017)

FIG. 4. Reaction pathways important when modelling the growth of Ag on
Ag(111). (a) and (b) illustrate a concerted motions which allows a second
layer atom to drop down and fill a vacant position in the first added layer. (c)
and (d) illustrate how a cluster of 4 Ag atoms can move over the surface as a
unit. Colouring is by height.

Examples of concerted motions are shown in Fig. 4 using
the Ackland silver potential.33,34 In Figs. 4(a) and 4(b), a concerted 2-atom motion occurs which allows vacancies in the
layer below to be filled. In (c) and (d), a four-atom cluster
can move as a unit between 2 sites. Both sites can occur in a
growth simulation but the ABC (face-centred cubic)stacking
site is the more favourable and occurs with higher probability.
However if another Ag atom joins the cluster while it is temporarily located in the ABA (hexagonal close packed) stacking
site, a stacking fault occurs as the five-atom cluster is effectively pinned at 300 K. In other parts of the surface, clusters
can nucleate in the ABC stacking arrangement, so as growth
proceeds, a twin boundary would occur at the points where
the two growth regions meet. Such twins have been observed
experimentally in the growth of Ag.35
The ES barrier for an atom to drop down an edge onto
the surface below is ≈0.42 eV so this transition would also be
completely missed in an MD only simulation but is feasible
when growing a film at experimental growth rates at 300 K.
For growth on Al(111) using the Voter and Chen potential,36
the Erhlich-Schwöbel transition has a barrier of only 0.07 eV,
similar to an adatom hop and even clusters of up to 5 atoms
are mobile on the surface which means that atoms drop down
easily from the layer above and almost uniform films are produced in comparison to Ag.34 On the Al(100) surface, it has
been known for some time that single ad atoms diffuse via
a replacement, rather than a hop mechanism with a barrier
of 0.27 eV. In this case, the ES barrier is higher than on the
(1110) surface but lower than the single atom diffusion barrier
at 0.24 eV, again indicating layer by layer growth, irrespective
of the deposition energy.
For a more uniform layer growth on Ag, the depositing
atoms should have a larger energy, up to 40 eV34 to mix up
atoms at the interface during an impact event. Such a high
deposition energy is unnecessary when growing Al.
In the second example, growth on the rutile (110) surface is considered.37–39 This is an example where there is
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FIG. 6. The mechanism by which a Ti interstitial atom (marked as Ti) can
move to the surface of rutile (110) in the presence of an O2 molecule. Atoms
in the raised oxygen rows are denoted with the letter “R.” The colour and size
scheme is the same as in the previous figure with the atoms that move being
coloured yellow.
FIG. 5. The lowest diffusion energy barrier for oxygen on the rutile (110)
surface. Two different perspectives are shown. The Ti atoms are smaller and
coloured blue. The “yellow” O2 dimer rotates above the 5-fold co-ordinated
Ti atoms in the surface. Atoms in the raised oxygen rows are denoted with the
letter “R.”

direct microscopic evidence of the oxidation and growth of
this surface.40 The experiments were able to show that during oxidation, O2 molecules were mobile on the rutile (110)
surface. Simulations show that this can occur along the h001i
direction between the raised oxygen rows, see Fig. 5. In this
case, the transition occurs as a two-stage process with a maximum energy barrier of 0.35 eV. A single oxygen atom can
also move along the row but prefers to form a dimer instead
with an atom in the nearby raised row. There are many complex reaction pathways in this system which are documented
in Ref. 37.
Single Ti atoms have relatively large energy barriers to
diffuse over the surface, the lowest being 1.2 eV that can
result in net diffusion whereas the barrier to become interstitial is 1.6 eV with a reverse barrier of 3.05 eV. During
deposition at even a few eV, such as might occur in a magnetron sputtering device, Ti atoms can become interstitial. The
high barrier of 3.05 eV might suggest that interstitial Ti would
remain interstitial but barriers are reduced in the presence of a
single O2 dimer adsorbed on the surface.39 The reaction pathway is shown in Fig. 6 and occurs in 3 stages with barriers
of 0.6 eV, 0.91 eV, and 0.56 eV. If the surface is even more
enriched with O, then the barriers are reduced further. Thus
growth occurs by mobile O2 dimers which can combine with
either adsorbed Ti or extract interstitial Ti atoms to form the
new surface layer. There is even evidence to suggest that a
large surface enrichment of oxygen can even extract Ti atoms
not only from interstitial but also from their subsurface lattice
sites.41
The final example analyses the growth of ZnO onto the
O-terminated ZnO(0001̄) wurtzite surface.42 The atomic interactions are modeled using the ReaxFF ZnO potential43 and
the deposition temperature is 300 K. This example shows a
unique growth mechanism that could not have been predicted
in advance whereby chains of zinc and oxygen atoms form

on the growing surface, oscillate about, and finally lock into
place to form the hexagonal wurtzite structure. The process is
shown in Fig. 7.
The example of ZnO illustrates another issue that arises in
simulating growth. During deposition, many transitions with
low energy barriers were found. These were mainly oxygen
dimers rotating about their bonding site with no net diffusion.
In AKMC simulations, such low barriers can severely restrict

FIG. 7. The growth process on ZnO. Here the larger spheres represent O
atoms and the smaller spheres Zn. The colouring is by height. (a) and (b)
show the coalescence of two ZnO molecules to form a chain on the surface.
The Zn atoms lie directly under the O atoms and so are not visible in left hand
image of (a). (b) Shows the transition in which the chains can oscillate on the
surface. Finally in (c), the moving chains can join other chains to form the
wurtzite structure.
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the capability of the technique. Section IV describes examples where low energy barriers are dealt with using a basin
method.
IV. FILM GROWTH WHEN SOME PATHWAYS
HAVE SMALL ENERGY BARRIERS

When the reaction pathways have low energy barriers, the
AKMC clock slows down and does not allow experimental
time scales to be accessed. This means that special techniques
are required to deal with these cases. In some cases, these low
energy barriers derive from mechanisms which do not contribute to the overall surface growth process. As mentioned
above, in the growth of ZnO films, a commonly observed
pathway is the fast rotation, without diffusion, of O2 dimers
on the surface.42 If such transitions and their corresponding
energy barriers can be identified, these can be removed from
the AKMC event table, for example, by ignoring all transitions below a certain threshold that do not contribute towards
net diffusion. This was the approach used in Ref. 42. However
in other cases, the pathways involve diffusion over the surface
and cannot be ignored such as in the growth of Ti on Ag.29
This has led to the development of “basin” and “superbasin”
techniques.10,15,44
The basis of the superbasin technique is to regard connected low energy barrier states as one object—a superbasin.
The pathways within the superbasin are ignored and only
those that escape from the superbasin are used in the AKMC
algorithm.
Our implementation is an adaption of the basin-autoconstruction mean rate method (bac-MRM)10 rather than the
LS-KMC method.44 The reason for this is that the LS-KMC
method, which uses absorbing Markov chains45 to decide an
escaping transition and the simulation time increment, requires
the whole superbasin to be explored. This can make the method
inefficient if the basin contains large numbers of states.
The mean rate method15 itself determines the average rate
of an escaping transition occurring once all in-basin states have
been explored. By summing the probabilities of occupying
each state over all possible moves within the basin, the mean
residence time before exiting the superbasin can be found for
each in-basin state. The mean escape time is then given by
the sum of mean residence times. The rates for escaping transitions are then proportional to the mean residence time in
connected states and inversely proportional to the total mean
escape time. This allows an escaping transition to be chosen
from the KMC event list before the whole superbasin has been
explored, which can save the computational time. One of the

FIG. 8. (a) The transition pathway by which a Ti adatom on Ag(100) can
exchange with a silver atom. (b) The exchange process when there are two Ti
adatoms on the surface. (c) The exchange process with 3 adatoms. Colouring
is by height and the Ti atoms are represented by the smaller spheres and the
Ag atoms by the larger spheres, in this figure and those that follow.

stated advantages of the LS-KMC method is that it can handle
multiple superbasins in the system. However our method is
applied to each “defect volume” separately so multiple basins
can be handled.
The methodology still needs improvement in determining
the correct relative escape probabilities from the superbasin for
the various escape pathways but has been successfully implemented for a number of applications thus allowing longer time
scales to be accessed.
The superbasin method works best when the atoms
included in the basin occupy a small area compared to the
surface over which the deposition occurs. An example of its
use occurs in the deposition of Ti on Ag. The system is modeled by a modified MEAM potential.29 Deposition on both
the Ag(100) and Ag(111) surfaces is considered. Before discussing the use of the basin method, it is instructive first to
analyse some transition pathways that occur during the growth

FIG. 9. (a) At time t = 0, 12 Ti atoms are placed on the
Ag(111) surface and left to evolve using MD only. (b)
After 1 ns, seven of the original Ti atoms have replaced
Ag atoms and two distinct Ag–Ti clusters have formed.
(c) MD and AKMC with the basin method are then
implemented for 3.9 ms showing how the mixed clusters grow. A mixed Ag–Ti surface layer is evident until
the equivalent of at least 4 Ti layers is added.
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process. It was found that a Ti adatom could easily exchange
with a silver atom in the surface and that a group of Ti adatoms
on the surface made the exchange process even more likely.
Typical transition pathways and barriers on the Ag(100) surface are shown in Fig. 8. Similar pathways also exist for the
(111) surface. In the (111) surface, the replacement mechanism involves two silver atoms rather than the direct exchange
shown in Fig. 8(a).
For the Ag(111) surface, a Ti adatom is extremely mobile
across the surface. The barrier for a hop between adjacent sites
is 0.05 eV and occurs over time scales of a few picoseconds.
Thus rather than using the basin method to start the simulations, Ti atoms were randomly placed on the surface and
the system evolved using MD alone for 1 ns, see Fig. 9(a).
Deposition is carried out at 300 K, with a deposition rate of
10 monolayers per second, normally incident Ti atoms with
energy 3 eV using MD and AKMC with the basin method.
The Ti atoms aggregate into clusters, but as they aggregate,
the energy barrier to replace a surface Ag atom is reduced, as
shown above, and mixed clusters of Ag and Ti atoms appear
on the surface as shown in Fig. 9(b). These regions continue
to grow and expand over the surface as shown in Fig. 9(c).
For the Ag(100) surface, the Ti adatom transition barrier is
much higher at 0.71 eV whereas the barrier for an isolated Ti
adatom to replace a silver atom is 0.42 eV with a reverse barrier of 1.85 eV. This occurs as a simple replacement process. It
is thus more likely that this transition will occur in comparison
to the diffusion of Ti over the surface. As a result, clustering
on the surface in the early stages of deposition is not so evident
as for Ag(111).
The basin method is required for this simulation not
because of the Ti adatom fast diffusion but because when the
Ti replaces an Ag atom to produce the mixed Ti–Ag regions,
Ag atoms can hop around the regions with no net diffusion.
Typical transitions which are incorporated into the superbasin
are shown in Fig. 10. Without the basin method these transitions would dominate, and in the early stages of growth, the
system would flip between these states with no net diffusion,
even with the reuse of previously found transitions.
In the example shown in Fig. 10(a), the transition for the
Ag atom to move away from the embedded Ti atom is around
105 times less likely to occur (at 300 K) than transitions where
the Ag atom circles the Ti atom. Also, the in-basin transition is
roughly 100 times more likely to occur than another deposition
event. In this situation, the implementation of the superbasin
method improves the efficiency of the AKMC method by
a factor of ≈100 for 10 monolayers per second deposition
(equivalent to a transition barrier of 0.59 eV).
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FIG. 10. Typical low energy flipping transitions resulting in no net diffusion
over the surface that are included in a superbasin. Colouring is by height. For
this system, a deposition event is equivalent to an energy barrier of 0.59 eV.
In (a) a Ti atom (smaller sphere) has displaced an Ag atom onto the top of the
surface. The four symmetric basin states are shown together with the escape
path from the basin from one of the states. (b) and (c) show the situation
when 2 Ag atoms have been displaced. The displaced Ag atoms can easily flip
between the two sites shown. The various escape pathways are not shown but
the smallest barrier to escape is 0.69 eV.

In Fig. 10(a), initially 400 searches were carried out in
the locality of the structures. Only 4 separate transitions were
found. When such structures are again identified, reuse of the
transitions means the searches need no longer be undertaken.
This results in about two orders of magnitude saving in computational time. If reuse is then combined with the basin method,
a further saving is achieved. Without the basin method, the
deposition event was chosen in every 200 KMC steps (each
site in the basin has 2 possible moves). However with the
basin method, the first deposition occurred at step 5, and in
100 KMC steps there are 10 depositions. Thus there is a saving of around a factor of 20 in computational time. Figures
10(b) and 10(c) show two other examples of a basin with their

FIG. 11. Various stages in the deposition of Ti on
Ag(100) (a) after the deposition of 8 atoms (5.2 ms) (b)
after 12 Ti atoms have been deposited (8.7 ms). (c) The
structure of the film after 40 ms and 44 atoms Ti deposited.
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respective moves. In these cases, the escape paths form the
basin are more complex than the symmetric case shown in
(a). As deposition continues, mixed Ti–Ag clusters form and
more Ti replaces the Ag atoms than on the Ag(111) surface.
Stages in the development of the surface topography for 1 eV
deposition at 300 K are shown in Fig. 11.
The mixed layers continue as further Ti atoms are added.
Rough calculations indicate that the equivalent of at least 4
monolayers of Ti need to be deposited in order to get a layer
that contains 100% Ti atoms.
V. CONCLUSIONS

The examples discussed here have shown that the AKMC
technique is especially useful in identifying transition pathways and hence mechanisms responsible for thin film growth.
This is important not only from a fundamental scientific point
of view but also because it gives hints as how to control the
topography. For example, in the case of Ag growth on Ag, it
was found that much smoother and more uniform films would
be grown if the deposition energy could be increased to 40 eV,
but in the case of Al growth on Al, an increase in the deposition
energy had no effect on the film quality. In the case of ZnO
growth, the surface could become deficient in oxygen and so
best results could be obtained by growing in an oxygen rich
environment, followed by post annealing. In the example of
Ti growth on Ag, mixing always occurs at the interface and
so a minimum of 4 layers need to be added until a pure Ti
film begins to grow. These are important practical issues that
affect industrial processes as thin films have wide application
in solar, optical, and engineering coatings.
So far the technique is limited to systems containing up
to a few thousand atoms, but the insight gained from the small
systems can be used to extend the method to larger systems.
For example, in the case of Ag growth on ZnO, the fact that
the growth occurs mainly as a result of single atom moves has
allowed a lattice based AKMC method to be developed which
can be used, for example, to determine the critical island sizes
that occur during growth as a function of temperature as well
as accessing larger systems.29 It is such a multi-scale modelling approach that could have real benefit for many practical
applications.
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